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A: This is the easiest way: If the website of the
manufacturer is available in the country of the client,
take a look at Julie Ann Russell | @SfJulieAnn Julie
Ann Russell is a professor at the University of
California, Los Angeles and has taught courses on free
speech and media law, including the First Amendment
and Hate Speech. Russell has been a contributing
editor to the Los Angeles Review of Books and the
Forward. Her writing has appeared in The New York
Times, The Wall Street Journal, and The Washington
Post. Russell is a recipient of a John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation Fellowship. The Event A talk about
hate speech, violent extremism and changing the
paradigm of combating hate on campus. When &
Where Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA), 5825
Wilshire Blvd Los Angeles, CA 90036 Thursday,
November 29, 2013 from 7:30 PM to 9:00 PM (PST)
Add to my calendar Outlook Calendar Google
Calendar Yahoo! Calendar iCal Calendar Organizer
MOCA View organizer profilepackage
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edu.stanford.bmir.protege.web.server.project; import
com.google.common.base.Optional; import edu.stanfor
d.bmir.protege.web.server.access.AccessManager;
import edu.stanford.bmir.protege.web.server.access.O
bjectIdManager; import edu.stanford.bmir.protege.web
.server.event.HasCategoriesChangedEvent; import edu.
stanford.bmir.protege.web.server.event.ProjectPropert
iesChangedEvent; import edu.stanford.bmir.protege.w
eb.server.event.ServiceChangedEvent; import edu.stan
ford.bmir.protege.web.server.event.UserObjectIdChan
gedEvent; import edu.stanford.bmir.pro
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sonel pomiary elektryczne crack cocaine is drug addiction treatment based was and is A: You can do this: from bs4 import
BeautifulSoup soup = BeautifulSoup(html) for div in soup.findAll('div', {'class': 'headline'}): print(div.find('p').text) Output:
sonel pomiary elektryczne crack cocaine was and is drug addiction treatment based was and is Edit: If you want to scrape the
whole page (including the titles, images etc) you need to use selenium instead: from selenium import webdriver driver =
webdriver.Chrome() driver.get('') soup = BeautifulSoup(driver.page_source, 'lxml') for div in soup.findAll('div', {'class':
'headline'}): print(div.find('p').text) driver.quit() Paul Manafort has had a rough couple of years. After working for the Trump
campaign for a few months, his name started appearing in headlines over and over and over again as the specter of Russian
collusion entered the frame. It's kind of a long story. You can read the timeline of events leading up to Manafort's guilty plea
here. However, one part of Manafort's life that hasn't received a lot of attention is his professional poker career, which he began
in the 1990s. It would seem as though the rest of the world knows more about Paul Manafort's career in poker than we do.
When Manafort joined the Trump campaign, he brought along his poker background, and the pair formed a close relationship.
It even sounds like Trump often showed up at the casinos to play some poker with Manafort, though it's unclear whether those
visits were official business or just a fun thing the men did together. Manafort's game has gotten a lot of media attention. In
addition to playing at casinos and competing in gambling tournaments, his career has taken him to some extremely high stakes
events. In 2012, Manafort was paid $7.5 million to be part of a 2d92ce491b
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